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“

‘Renewable energy resources are free, but the accompanying
infrastructure is not. Energy Efficiency projects have a high return on
investment, making them a compelling first step to increasing energy
resilience.’

“

Lisa Reynolds
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Introduction

The Third Energy Professionals Round Table took place on Friday, 26th June 2020. It is part of a series
of conversations leading up to the World Energy Day 2020 Conference. This edition brought together
Energy Professionals to explore the theme:
Optimizing Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy for Commercial and Industrial Clients
The discussions featured speakers from Kenya and South Africa as they sought to share highlights,
discuss challenges, and propose mechanisms for change.
In attendance were over 50 professionals from Energy sectors including renewables, energy
consulting, Government bodies, academia as well as other non-energy consultancy fields including
media and advertising.
Featured professionals
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In Summary
The conversations sparked revolved around the two thematic areas of renewable energy and energy
efficiency.
The transition to renewable energy in Africa and specifically in the East African Region has progressed
impressively over the last decade. A pivotal question that emerged was:
Is the region’s energy landscape green by luck or choice?
Luck: as the region has high solar irradiation levels due to proximity to the equator, wind speeds are
some of the strongest on the continent, hydropower resources are plentiful, and the Great Rift Valley
is a promising source for geothermal power, explaining why Kenya is among the global leaders in this
resource.
Choice: as government policies and planning creating favorable policies for the sector have a direct
impact on decisions regarding renewable energy investment in the region.
The report captures considerations raised in an attempt to optimize this renewable energy to make
business sense and what trends parties interested in investing in the sector should bear in mind.
The efficient use of energy contributes critically to maximizing usage and grid capacity. Development
of regionally harmonized Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) has gotten established
in the East African Community (EAC) and the Southern African Development Community (SADC),
starting with lighting and other appliances being in the process. Furthermore, the Kigali Cooling
Efficiency Program (K-CEP) champions for advancements in environmentally friendly and energyefficient cooling.
The report captures discussions on how energy efficiency can be optimized to promote business
success and energy savings.
Overall, renewable energy sources and energy efficiency are intertwined as efficiency in power
generation and its use, improves the sustainability of this energy in the market, positively impacting
business competitiveness of green projects.
Polls taken during the webinar showed that participants opined that access to financing is the biggest
challenge that the region faces in its attempt to switch to renewables.
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“

‘We are currently in interesting times, COVID has brought both
challenges and an awakening in the sector.....As we anticipate how the
recovery will shape up signals suggest heavily that efficiency will be a
the top post-COVID’

“

Sylvester Makaka
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Key Issue: Incoming Impacts of Renewable
Electricity on Business in East Africa
Most East African countries are successfully on the road to transition towards renewable energy
sources. The green future dreamt about by pioneers in the sector is here. A look at Kenya, the biggest
economy in the region, reveals a robustly green and diverse grid.

Figure 1: Map of Kenya’s renewable sites as presented by Mark Hankins

Sub-Issue 1: Selection criteria for renewable energy resources
Green projects in the region have experienced different growth momentum, with solar being the
leader in expansion, adoption, and spread.
Solar in East Africa:
•
•
•
•

Over 50MW embedded C&I solar
Over 20% of rural East Africans have a PV system
More than $1B invested in off-grid solar in the past 2years.
Users of PV capacity are private companies and households

Wind, Hydro, and Geothermal projects can only take place in a specific location and mostly supply
large- scale PPA projects limiting their growth in the region. Biomass is widely used in the region as
an energy source primarily for thermal use. However, the limited supply of biomass hinders its use in
electricity generation.
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Technology maturity, cost, complexity, availability of resources, and specific location needs are some
of the consideration that determines the viability of the type of renewable energy investment in the
region.
Sub-Issue 2: The future of energy storage
Electricity storage technologies play a significant role in the deployment of renewable energy.
Batteries help provide reliable and cheaper electricity in isolated grids and to off-grid communities,
which otherwise rely on expensive thermal plants for electricity generation.
For small scale off-grid solar, battery systems store surplus solar power for later use. The solar battery
extends the use of a PV system’s generated energy and will provide free, sustainable power even when
the sun is not shining, and the panels don’t produce energy. Globally, energy storage deployment in
emerging markets is expected to increase by over 40% each year until 2025.
Utility-scale batteries, for example, can enable a greater feed-in of renewables into the grid by storing
excess generation and by firming renewable energy output.
For these reasons, breakthroughs in cheaper energy storage technologies will provide a compelling
business case for accelerated adoption as individuals and organisations seek resilient alternatives.
Home storage systems, as well as electric vehicles, have the potential to thrive in Africa, as clean
energy becomes accessible.
Sub-Issue 3: Net metering.
“Net metering” is a mechanism in which a self-generating customer can inject the surplus into the grid
and receives, for each kWh injected, a compensation on his/her electricity bill. It allows residential and
commercial customers who generate their electricity to feed electricity they do not use back into the
grid.
The East African region’s ambition to increase the share of renewable energy sources should be a key
driver to advocate for the legislation and implementation of net metering. However, even with some
countries (Kenya and Tanzania) having the regulatory framework, the application of net metering has
not materialized.
The uncertain future of power distribution utilities like Kenya’s Kenya Power and Lighting Company
(K.P.L.C) should reignite aggressive efforts to support and promote net metering blossoming into
reality.
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Industry Perspective: Will a more environmentally conscious consumer base drive demand green
energy solutions?
Off-grid solar energy consumption has been on the rise lately in East Africa, with the focus being in
rural areas. Consumers in the middle class, mostly living in urban areas, are left to rely on the national
grid despite occasional mishaps in the supply of electricity. With consumers aiming to contribute to the
reduction of GHG gases and achieve net-zero carbon emissions, the adoption of greener household
energy could be higher regardless of consumer location.
Industry Perspective: As we celebrate green power generation, how do we match power demand,
so that grid energy prices are attractive?
The tremendous growth in power generation capacity in the regions has not led to a reduction in energy
bills borne by residential and commercial users. Electricity production capacity has been growing a lot
faster than demand.
A high installed capacity would mean that consumers would have to pay for the additional capacity
even when the power plants are not generating, keeping electricity costs up. Additionally, the structure
of power contracts is typically take-or-pay, making it expensive when there’s idle supply.
While residential demand has skyrocketed as electrification expands, industrial and commercial
demand hasn’t gone up as much. Adoption of e-mobility is one way that would aid in sucking up this
excess capacity.

“

‘The most expensive component of PV systems is not the panels but
the batteries. Cheaper storage could be a real game-changer to unlock
the full benefits of solar’

“

Mark Hankins
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Key Issue 2:
Energy Efficiency for Business
Sub Issue: Energy Efficiency before Renewables
As businesses find ways of re-opening, an important consideration is on managing utilities to maximize
competitiveness, and in the process, reduce environmental impact. Sustainable consumption and
production are becoming more compelling for business competitiveness. Green recovery has been
the term coined to describe this process of having sustainability as part of the successful ramping up
of the economy.
Interestingly, the relatively limited knowledge of energy efficiency in comparison to renewables has
resulted in business owners skipping efficiency and going straight to install energy generation projects.
Missing out on energy efficiency is similar to buying more water to fill a leaking bucket. Energy and
water efficiency involves finding and reducing sources of losses.
By reducing inefficiencies, the required energy or water supply to serve a facility gets reduced, calling
for smaller capacities of renewable energy projects. It is, therefore, crucial for businesses to engage
energy professionals in energy efficiency assessment to select the correct size of renewable energy
installations.
Sub Issue: The Relevance of Energy Management
Often business operations compete for scarce resources, including investment into energy
conservation. Without a systemized approach to appraising projects with the highest potential,
enterprises run the risk of ‘tying funds’ to non-performing projects.
An Energy Management System contains specific guidelines for assessing the financial performance of
energy conservation and renewable energy projects. Incorporating this system can help to prioritize
projects with higher returns, and have their savings justify investment into larger, more complex
projects.
Sub Issue: Energy Professionals Help you avoid the Common Pitfalls
Businesses can employ the services of energy management professionals to help them prioritize their
investments in energy efficiency and renewable energy. Energy auditors and managers are familiar
with energy management systems, including ISO 50001, and they can help adapt the management
protocol to match specific business realities.
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Industry Perspective
Commercial energy consumption in East Africa, for the production of heat, is heavily dependent on
biomass, coal, and petroleum sources. In Kenya, for instance, the ban on logging has made it difficult
for food processors like tea factories to find sustainable alternatives.
Industrial energy efficiency still has low adoption in East Africa. Kenya is the only country in the region
with energy efficiency laws and energy management regulations. As a way to further encourage
productive use of energy, the country has introduced Minimum Energy Performance Standards
(MEPS). The Standards touch on motors, refrigeration, and lighting (in development).

“

What we need to do is really improve energy efficiency standards,
develop in full scale renewable and alternative energy and use the one
resource we have in abundance, our creativity.

“

Lois Capps, American politician
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Conclusion

Renewable energies shall play a vital role in meeting future energy demand. With the economic stress
brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, energy efficiency has been catapulted into the limelight
for its potential to strengthen business bottom lines.
As the region and continent braces through the ongoing pandemic, the situation has amplified the
shared desire that energy infrastructure becomes resilient, adaptable, and appropriately scalable.
Optimizing renewable energy and energy efficiency promises a better future and increases our
chances of a green recovery.
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The Speakers

Lisa Reynolds
The CEO of Green Buildings and Design Group based in South Africa. She
is Certified Energy Manager with over 16 years in energy efficiency and
interior building. A board member of the South African Energy Efficiency
Confederation and has contributed in development of quality standards used
to govern energy efficiency and building codes.

Sylvester Makaka
Executive officer and senior energy advisor at Kenya Association of
Manufacturers. He is a Certified Energy Manager with a vast experience in
industrial energy efficiency programs and energy advocacy spanning over
25 years. He is passionate about energy knowledge skills and transfer in the
commercial and industrial sectors, highly sort after for his advisory skills in
industrial power and energy management systems.

Mark Hankins
The Managing Director of Africa Solar Designs Ltd, an author a consultant
advisor for GET. Invest. A pioneer in rural electrification and renewable energy
in East and Southern Africa. He has experience in off-grid electrification in
over 20 African countries and is a Certified Energy Manager and PV system
designer.
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Mark Your Diaries for 30th July 2020 at 10 am-12noon!
In continued awareness creation in the run-up to World Energy Day 2020,
join Ariya Finergy and Eenovators Ltd for the 4th Energy Professionals
Online Round Table. The Round Table will focus on the youth interested in
the Energy Sector.

ENERGY ROUNDTABLE REPORT WEB PAGE
www.worldenergyday.net/energy-round-table/

SOCIAL MEDIA
Facebook: https://web.facebook.com/WorldEnergyDay/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/WorldEnergyDay

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
info@worldenergyday.net

Karen Thuranira
EEN OVATORS LIMITED
karen@eenovators.com
+254 735 085 968
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